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1. GROW CLIENT BASE: 
Enhance marketing and sales process to win 
more leads, convert better and gain more clients GREATER 
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5. DEVELOP VALUE ACCEPTANCE
Advance pricing, value proposition and brand 
recognition

3. DIVERSIFY SERVICE RANGE
Introduce current audiences to new services

7. TRIM STRUGGLERS
Remove struggling services or products - 80/20 
(margin & volume)

2. GROW CLIENT LTV: 
Improve marketing and sales process to grow 
client LTV (frequency, range, scale)

6. REFINE SALE MIX
Target sales mix based on margin and market 
potential

4. DIVERSIFY CLIENT TYPES
Introduce new audiences to current services

8. REFINE SERVICE COSTS
Reduce costs within production or delivery

9. REFINE OVERHEADS
Improve fixed cost management & protect 
overall business margin
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Three important questions to ask:

• Is the problem actually cashflow rather than profit? If so, then 
growing your client base and volume of work will likely compound 
the problem. Fix the cashflow problem first (if you need some help or 
advice on this, please get in touch directly)

• Have you already defined your target audiences, and the key service 
/ product messages for each? If not, it’s better to get your brand and 
value proposition right before burning a lot of prospects with poor 
marketing messages. 

• Are you making the most of the customers and opportunities you 
already have? It is better to focus on your conversion rates, order 
values, customer experience and margins first, before you scale up. 
Otherwise you will be scaling up inefficiencies and profit leaks at the 
same time.

If you already have those three risks resolved, here 
is one suggested strategy for growing the client 
base of your business…

Profit Lever Objective: Acquire new first time customers

Strategy: Maximise the findability of your business online

Example Tactic: Run an SEO audit on your existing website. Act on 
the findings and target the keywords being used by prospects when 
searching for your business, service or location.
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Lead generation is expensive because it involves convincing relative 
strangers to buy for the first time, and that’s fundamentally more 
difficult than winning more through existing relationships.

The real cash cow (for many companies) is their current and past 
client base, and the value it represents in ‘loyalty for life’. 

Just think, if you still had every customer who had ever bought from 
you and they were still buying regularly, from the full breadth of your 
services, for the full value … how profitable would your business now 
be?

Working on strategies and tactics to boost your client retention, 
repetition of orders, variation of purchase, and scaling of accounts 
with existing customers is a fantastic way to build your business. Even 
when you are running campaigns to acquire brand new customers, it 
is a mistake to forget the value and opportunities that existing and 
past customers represent (not just in terms of direct orders, but also in 
terms of referencing and referrals).

Here is one suggested strategy for improving the 
client lifetime value of your business…

Profit Lever Objective: Increase range of purchases from existing 
clients

Strategy: Educate clients on additional services or products

Example Tactic: Regular educational email marketing to customers
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When considering diversification into new 
markets, it’s wise to undertake some market 
research before committing substantial 
resource or time to supply chains, stock, 
marketing campaigns, or staff training.

Once you have done your due diligence 
and identified the market / audience with 
the greatest potential for your business, 
you’ll need to establish the resourcing and 
production systems, and set a marketing 
campaign to launch your communication to 
this new audience / arena.

Here is one suggested strategy for broadening the client base for your 
business...

Profit Lever Objective: Open up a new and profitable market for the sale and delivery of your 
existing service/product line

Strategy: Complete research to review the potential applications, features and benefits of 
existing products and services. Map these across to new potential audiences, and start to 
identify where opportunity exists. 

Example Tactic: Create a list of all the features and benefits for each service or product. 
Identify how they benefit the current audience, and the needs it serves. Run a blue sky session 
with your team to discuss who else experiences similar or overlapping situations or issues, and 
discuss how the product or service can either be directly utilised, or adapted to suit that new 
audience.
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•   The brand recognition and reputation of the company, you and 
your product or service.

•   The sense of relationship they have with you or your brand.

•   The access and level of third party referencing.

•   The proof of performance or experience.

•   The comparison with alternatives, or doing nothing.

•   The timing and recognition of urgency and importance in relation to 
their own circumstance.

•   The way, and means by which you present the above in your 
marketing and sales processes.

To move up the value that your customer will pay and the way in 
which they make buying decisions against your competition can take 
time and skill. 

It is a balance of marketing message, location, timing, format, 
situational awareness and more.

Here is one suggested strategy for growing the 
value acceptance of your business…

Profit Lever Objective: Improve prospect confidence in the service or 
product

Strategy: Gather and present/promote substantial and convincing 
customer testimony

Example Tactic: For each core service, and for each core audience 
type, record a video testimonial. Place this prominently on the 
website, and reference it within marketing messages, enquiry handling 
and sales situations.
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When you look at your business efficiency and effectiveness, it’s 
important to recognise where these struggling lines exist. Normally 
this is indicated either by a poor margin, poor volume, or being a time 
drain in one way or another.

Trimming these strugglers means that you and your team are able 
to refocus on the areas that are profitable, and worth your time and 
effort, and in many cases are less stressful to manage too.

Whilst generally this principle is aimed at helping you prioritise 
services or products, it also expands into the management of team 
and clients too. Whilst there should always be a focus on helping staff 
to develop, and in providing a degree of caring support to struggling 
clients too, there will come a time when shedding the dead weight 
is necessary. Too often these decisions are made too late. This can 
affect your cashflow, profits, team culture, and a whole host of other 
factors. 

Here is one suggested strategy for trimming the 
strugglers in your business…

Profit Lever Objective: Improve the mix of clients

Strategy: Grade clients based on a range of criteria (scale of business, 
profitability, adherence to payment terms, time investment etc)

Example Tactic: Shortlist those that are not great, and set a plan to 
either develop them to the required level or to shed them. For those 
that are late paying / constant time thieves this normally means 
setting clear debt management systems or service criteria to establish 
the correct boundaries.
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•   Supplier and supply route reviews

•   Production reviews

•   Delivery reviews

•   Wastage reviews

•   System and process re-engineering

•   Team and customer training

…and a whole lot more can make a big difference to the efficiency 
(and thus profitability) of your business!

One of the most common causes of declining profitability is a failure 
to monitor and react to shifts in business costs…and the variable costs 
are much more difficult to spot than the fixed. This is largely true in 
service businesses, where time inefficiencies can eat up a LOT of profit 
if not identified early.

Here is one suggested strategy for refining the 
variable costs in your business…

Profit Lever Objective: Reduce variable costs

Strategy: Ensure that team production is optimised

Example Tactic: Review the current processes, and apply a time 
assessment to each element. Benchmark the results, and then 
set a target for improvement on each element. Be careful not to 
compromise quality of service / other results by doing so.
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It’s certainly valid, and every pound saved goes straight to the bottom 
line, however, there are a couple of things to be cautious about.

•   When it comes to supplier costs, a reduction in fee is often 
accompanied by a lower service, quality, or other relevant criterion. Be 
careful about the impact on your own true requirements, and on the 
delivery of your customers’ expectations. Cheap is not always best.

•   When it comes to cost reduction, it’s easy just to look at line items 
on a sheet and decide to cull anything with a number that appears 
high. However, if the item you are choosing to cut out is in fact a driver 
for the business (e.g. an effective marketing system), you may well 
simply ‘cut off your nose to spite your face’.

•   Some areas of a business are part of a longer term plan. Short 
term cost cutting exercises to areas such as R&D (research and 
development) may be unwise. Make sure you are taking a ‘big picture’ 
view on matters, and not letting the finance department alone make 
these important decisions.

Here is one suggested strategy for refining 
overheads in your business…

Profit Lever Objective: Reduce overall company fixed costs

Strategy: Review all costs regularly

Example Tactic: For each cost category, make sure that a regular 
review of supplier performance and spend is made. Check that the 
costs are within the expected budget, that the standards are being 
met, and that a supplier exercise is completed regularly to ensure 
‘best value’ is being achieved moving forward.
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What clients say about working 
with us…

“We’ve now moved into an 8 room clinic and I’ve taken the team from 

6, to nearly 20 now. A major part of the help given to me has been 

planning the upscale; how to take on more practitioners and then to 

cope with the bigger influx of patients.”

Christian Bates, owner of The Perrymount Clinic 

(Osteopathy and alternative health services)

“We were working too many hours, and just going round and round in 

circles…the business was work, work, work, and we were working til 10 

at night, and weekends too. We put systems in place, enabling me to 

work on the business rather than just in it. It’s made my business much 

more valuable, as we can sell it as a going concern. The money we’ve 

invested has bought us an early retirement!”

Mark and Gill White, owners of White and Son’s Ltd 

(Roofing Contractors)

You do not just leave it to chance or luck for your business to grow or be ready to be purchased 

or for an owner to retire. It takes hard work. Tim worked with our company for 3 years while 

we prepared the business for a sale. I can honestly say that without Tim’s input, we would not 

have been in a position for another business to invest in us. I am pleased to say that the deal 

has now been concluded, and I have sold my business but this would not have been possible 

without Tim’s advice, guidance and support. I highly recommend Tim to any director.

Graham Prince, ex-owner of Neva Consultants (Vehicle and leasing specialists)

I have used Tim’s services to help in the success of my business. Tim’s holistic approach to 

growing your business comes with a ‘no nonsense’ strategy to get what you want and deserve. 

I thoroughly recommend his coaching sessions to any business owner wanting to move forward 

and make a difference in their business life.

Richard Talman, RTFJ and star of BBC 2’s The Repair Shop!

(Handmade Bespoke Jewellery)
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CLARIFY YOUR 
PURPOSE & FINISHED 

BUSINESS

Define the Big Vision

ESTABLISH THE 
FORESEEABLE FUTURE

Confirm the 3 year 
objectives into a business 

plan

SET CLEAR 
MILESTONES TO HIT

Prioritise the 12 month 
goals

PRIORITISE ACTIONS 
& RESOURCES

Clarify and gain 
commitment to quarterly 

action plans

COACHING 
SESSIONS TO ENABLE 

PERFORMANCE

Support execution of the 
plan via regular coaching 

sessions




